**Carefully sequenced skill/strategy instruction to build success ...**

in every program from grade to grade

**Support for differentiated instruction ...**

in every program from grade to grade

---

**Middle School and High School**

**Targeted focus questions**

---

**Make Inferences About Characters**

Why do you think the girls look at Michael? What might you infer about Michael based on what he says?

---

**Elementary**

**Small Group Lessons**

---

**Elementary**

**Dear Reader,**

**Develop Comprehension**

- **Make Inferences**
  - What inference can you make about how Jackie felt when she heard boys insult each other by saying, “You throw like a girl”? Jackie knew she could throw well. She was also encouraged by her father and Dizzy Vance. When the boys made their comment, Jackie might have been able to ignore it because she knew it was not true. On the other hand, since it wasn’t true, it might have bothered her more. It is also possible that Jackie worked extra hard to prove them wrong.

---

**Middle School**

---

**High School**

---

---
Consistent instructional strategies and features …

*in every program from grade to grade*

- Digital content
- Balance of fiction and nonfiction text
- Foldables® study organizers
- Time for Kids real-world connections
- Vocabulary routines
- Much more!

McGraw-Hill offers a comprehensive reading/language arts/literature solution for every student … from Kindergarten through grade 12!